Exploring the role of the epigenome in multiple sclerosis: a window onto cell-specific transcriptional potential.
The field of epigenomics involves the study of chromatin, the three dimensional complex of DNA, protein and non-coding RNAs that determines the accessibility of DNA by the transcriptional machinery. The epigenome varies from cell to cell and reflects the effect of external stimuli on cell fate and cell state. Thanks to emerging platforms and analysis methods, the systematic characterization of chromatin conformation throughout the genome has begun and has yielded several reference epigenome maps for a growing number of cell types. Such maps are enabling insights into the correlation architecture of different epigenomic marks: a number of discrete chromatin states are found across different cell types. The combination of these reference maps and robust platforms for genome-wide data generation has introduced a new era in which studies of human disease are becoming feasible. Little is known about the role of the epigenome in MS, but it is likely that, as in other inflammatory disease, susceptibility factors and events along the course of the disease will alter the chromatin state of different cell types in patients with MS. Here, we review different strategies for the characterization of the epigenome and how these strategies could be used to implement new studies to explore how alterations of chromatin architecture establish a dysregulated transcriptional state in the context of MS.